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Theoretically, language speakers are aware of the fact
that their individual speech acts belong to a hierarch-
ically superior language system which exceeds their
own idiolect and, in case they use a local dialect,
they are able to integrate the particular dialect into
a national and/or historic language, mostly without
much difficulty. For instance, even if a speaker from
Oltenia would claim that he speaks “Oltenian”, by
which he differentiates himself from other speakers
of the same language, hemost certainly would recog-
nize that the “language” he speaks isRomanian. Like-
wise, no speaker of the Szekler dialectwould question
the fact that he speaksHungarian, more precisely one
of its dialects, even though he consciously distances
himself from the other speakers of the same language.
However, linguistic consciousness does not always
manifest itself so clearly distinguishable. Speakers’
awareness of linguistic affiliation may present fluc-
tuations especially if their belonging to an ethnic
group is perceived to be conflicted1. In this sense, an
eloquent example is that of the Csángó communit-
ies. Certain surveys (see Pávai, 1995/1999; Tánczos,
2011; Péntek, 2013) show, for instance, that there
are situations in which the Csángó speaker faces a
dilemma when he is asked what language he speaks,
although his hesitancy (in choosing between Hun-
garian – Romanian – or even “Csángó” language)
does not always reflect his indecision regarding his
self-definition, but it is often due to the perception
of a conflicted state between his self-image and the
externally instilled image, whether internalized or
not. On the other hand, on individual or community
level and depending on the wider historical, geo-
political or communicational context, some of the
Csángós implicitly or expressly declare themselves to

be speakers of Romanian language, others claim to be
Hungarian language speakers and they do it so either
intuitively or based on certain pre-concepts.

The dilemmatic, even “problematic” status of
this ethnic and linguistic community—regarded as
“one of Europe’s most enigmatic and least known
ethnic minorities” (Baker, 1997, p. 658)—also pre-
vails in the scientific research on Csángós. The
plethora of theories concerning their origin, the
diversity of perspectives adopted in discussing the
“Csángó ethno-linguistic phenomenon” (Ichim &
Ichim, 2002, p. 156), the numerous controversies
and contradictions regarding the nature of this par-
ticular form of Romanian–Hungarian bilingualism
are indicative of the difficulty in unravelling this issue
which thus seems to be lost in the mists of uncer-
tainty, in which the ethnic and linguistic affiliation
remains an almost unsolvable problem or, in any
event, an “insufficiently clarified” (Sala, 2001, s.v.
ceangău) matter. The unequivocal findings concern
only the Roman Catholic religion and the mainly
bilingual nature of theCsángóswho incorporate into
their language Romanian and Hungarian elements
to an extent scarcely equalled in any other dialects.
However, both the Romanian components, on the
one hand, and the Hungarian components, on the
other hand, have been relatively briefly and only
partially discussed so far, they not being identified
beyond dispute nor exploited well enough and in all
their complexity yet. In this regard, the book entitled
Limba română în graiul ceangăilor dinMoldova [Ro-
manian language in the Moldavian Csángó dialect],
signed by Ioan Dănilă and published by Editura
Didactică și Pedagogică – R.A. of Bucharest in 2005,
provides edifying clarifications of the subject matter.

˚Email address: enikopaldr@gmail.com.
1As a matter of fact, the very concept of ‘identity’ implies mobility according to the social and cultural circumstances which

generated it since identity may be viewed as an adaptive mechanism that enables groups of individuals to adjust to different situations.
In case a community defines itself by a bicultural identity which combines a “familial identity” with a “target cultural identity”, oriented
towards a desired model, linguistic consciousness, in its turn, may appear to be confusing, or at any rate, expressing certain limits.
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The study of the professor from Bacău did not go
unnoticed at the time it was published either, but
it justly aroused interest, several meritorious reviews
being dedicated to it. Nevertheless, we believe that
its resources have not yet been exhausted, and that
it is fully worth our attention due to the essential
contributions, rectifications, and improvements it
brings to the research onMoldavian Csángó dialect.

Although specialists have paid close attention to
the Csángó issue for a long time, the first studies
dating back early in the 19th century, the number
of papers on this topic growing exponentially af-
terwards especially in the second half of the 20th

century2, by the end of the century making its way
into scientific debate held on different events—such
as national symposiums or international seminars—,
the results of the research conducted on these oc-
casions are often contradictory and incomplete in
many respects.

For instance, many of the studies dedicated to
Csángós focus rather on the ethnic and socio-cultural
status of this community, providing mostly ethno-
graphic descriptions3, and only a few of them deal
with linguistic issues. Although purely linguistic
studies are not completely absent from literature
either4, their number is relatively small, at least com-
pared to those dealing with identity issues. Lin-
guistic remarks on theCsángó dialect are to be found
rather sporadically and they usually sum up a series
of phonetic and lexical features, observed during
fieldwork and presented in the form of lists, some-
times without comments or accompanied by brief
explanations. Thus, linguistic studies most often
emphasized certain representative features, such as
the sibilant pronunciation characteristic for Csángó
people5, or they took into account various loanwords

from Romanian language (Márton, 1972)6 or the
Hungarian lexical stratum (Szabó, 1959; see also
Péntek, 2006).

On the other hand, another shortcoming of the
previous researches is the fact that, despite they
encompass valuable fieldwork, their results have not
been published in a distinct corpus, but they were
often included in the general lexical inventory of
Romanian and/or Hungarian language, within its
regional varieties. A linguistic atlas of Moldavian
Csángó dialect, prepared by Murádin László and
Péntek János, edited by GálffyMózes, MártonGyula
and Szabó T. Attila, was published only in 1991, at
Budapest, in Hungarian, entitled A moldvai csángó
nyelvjárás atlasza, I–II [Atlas of Moldavian Csángó
Dialect]. In fact, this was preceded by a dictionary of
the Northern Csángó dialect, published in 1936, in
Helsinki (cf. Márton, 1973, p. 177), but it was prob-
ably less known amongHungarian and/orRomanian
researchers.

Last but not least, the study of the Romanian
component of theCsángódialect has been somewhat
neglected. Although specialists drew attention to the
fact that Csángó dialect represents a peculiar form
of bilingualism which “requires a careful study of
both languages spoken by [this] population” (Măr-
tinaș, 1985, p. 9), the previous researches almost
exclusively, or at any rate, mainly focused on the
Hungarian elements—as the author of the present
book repeatedly notes (p. 6, 39, 40, 46)7. Yet the
uniqueness of theCsángó dialect is given precisely by
the specific manner in which it relates to Romanian
language, on the one hand, and to Hungarian lan-
guage, on the other hand, its relations to these two
languages being variable in time and space.

Thus, despite all the progress made in previous
2For lists of references regarding Csángó research see Ilyés et al. (2006); see also Gergely et al. (2010, p. 91–92); see also kjnt

(online source). As a matter of fact, the Csángó issue seems to have established a whole new and almost autonomous “science” with an
epistemological system of its own, quite often doctrinaire and ideologized, and with a frequently mythologized specialized language.

3Indicative of this fact are not only the individualworks of different specialists—amongwhichwe couldmention the contributions
of Pozsony (2002)—, but also the volumes of selected studies (see Pozsony, 1999), some of them designed in the form of an electronic
database (see kinda–peti), as well as certain regular or occasional rubrics dedicated to national minorities, in general, or to Csángó
people, in particular, such as the rubric calledKelet Népe [People of the East] in the journal named „Székelyföld” [Szeklerland].

4For Hungarian research see Szabó (1959), Márton (1973) and Tánczos (2004), whereas for Romanian linguistic researches see
Benő &Murádin (2002).

5A more detailed description of this particular phenomenon was written by Mircea Borcilă (1965), his findings being resumed
and nuanced afterwards by Dumitru Mărtinaș (1985).

6In certain cases, the term loanword may be inappropriate since some of the words may be regarded simply as the result of
crosslinguistic influence of Romanian and Hungarian languages and, thus, the legitimacy of borrowing is quite vulnerable.

7 This fact may be explained by a certain political context, which—especially during the 1950s and 1960s—oriented researches
towards the Hungarian component of Csángó bilingualism.
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researches, only few of the studies aimed solely and
entirely at the Csángó dialect, valorizing the con-
tribution of both languages which gives the specific
nature of this Romanian–Hungarian idiom. In this
regard, the book written by Ioan Dănilă represents
the first actual synthesis of this particular issue. By
adopting a holistic approach, meant to fill the gaps
left behind in previous studies, this book constitutes
a reference work of Csángó dialect research.

›

The subject matter of the present work is structured
into three main sections: I. Introducere [Introduc-
tion], II. Bilingvismul – concept, variante terminolo-
gice, concretizări [Bilingualism – concept, termino-
logy, applications] and III. Limba română în graiul
ceangăilor din Moldova [Romanian language in the
Moldavian Csángó dialect], followed by two pages
dedicated to Conclusions, an extensive thematic Bib-
liography, which lists the important studies on this
topic, and by Annexes8. The clear and systematic
ordering of the ideas within each section and their
logical and natural sequence from one section to the
other makes it easier to traverse the arduous path
which crosses the here and there slippery and obscure
field of Csángó dialect.

In the section entitled Introducere [Introduc-
tion], the author outlines the main problems which
Csángó dialect research has to face and he also de-
lineates the geographical distribution of this popu-
lation. It is pointed out that Csángó people rep-
resent a linguistic community that lacks territorial
homogeneity since they are dispersedover awide area
along the Siret River Valley, “in its middle basin, with
the landmarks of Pașcani city, in the North, and the
confluence of Trotuș and Siret, in the South” (p. 5),
also having certain ramifications towards the Eastern
regions (Iași county) andWestern areas (Neamț and
Vrancea counties). It is also indicated that within
this population there can be distinguished two main
groups: on the one hand, its Northern (city of

Roman) and Southern (Bacău county) ramifications
and, on the other hand, the communities in the
Trotuș and Tazlău region, these two categories of
speakers being well aware of the differences in their
dialect and traditions, “which makes any kind of
confusion to be rebuked” (p. 5). The author also
draws attention to the fact that all studies onCsángó
dialect should take into account two aspects: its
relation to Romanian language and to Hungarian
language respectively, “as a consequence of the phe-
nomenon of Szeklerization” (p. 5). Acknowledging
the fact that “the issue of Romanian language in
Csángó dialect is extremely complicated and, as such,
delicate” (p. 5), the author intends to demonstrate,
based on a dialectal study, the viability of Romanian
lexical elements in the Moldavian Csángó dialect
(p. 6).

In the second section, the author begins with
interpreting different definitions given to the phe-
nomenon of bilingualism, listing its terminological
variants too. Taking the Chomskyan interpretation
as his theoretical framework, according to which real
bilingualism is validated by the linguistic compet-
ence and performance of speakers while using both
languages in contact, the author’s argumentation
aims at defining Csángó dialect as one of the specific
forms of “dialectal bilingualism” which is “character-
ized by the individuals’ ability to use with the same
level of performance two different linguistic codes”
(p. 9). The chapter entitled Româna și maghiara,
limbi în contact [Romanian and Hungarian, two
languages in contact] appears us to be of great im-
portance. Here the author briefly and critically
presents the main studies dealing with Hungarian
influence on Romanian language, on the one hand,
and the researches concerning Romanian influence
on Hungarian language, on the other hand, also
pointing out the shortcomings and inconsistencies
found in the approaches to one or the other of the
analysed aspects.

8This section contains the following annexes: Tablou de corespondență nalr–mcna [Table of correspondences between nalr
and mcna] (Annex no. 1), which lists, in alphabetical order, the words mapped either on Noul atlas lingvistic român [New linguistic
atlas of Romanian language] (nalr), or on A moldvai csángó nyelvjárás atlasza [Atlas of Moldavian Csángó dialect] (mcna) or on
both of them; Lista localităților anchetate [List of the surveyed settlements] (Annex no. 2A), also mentioning the cartographic number
of these settlements in mcna and offering data regarding their presence or absence in nalr or in other linguistic atlases; Indice de
cuvinte-titlu [Index of entry words] (Annex no. 2B), which contains 359 units, grouped in 14 onomasiological fields, as follows:
house, transport / administration, school, human body, family / health, different conditions, footwear / clothing, nutrition, emotions
/ features, agriculture, the sky, the woods, wild animals and time; Inventar lexical [Lexical inventory] (Annex no. 2C), in which
Romanian words are accompanied by their Hungarian correspondents and phonetic variants; and, finally, Hărți dialectale [Dialectal
maps] (Annex no. 2D), designed based on the lexical inventory.
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The most voluminous and essential section is
the third chapter which begins with the history
of the word ceangău ‘Csángó’ (p. 19–26). The
monographic description of this word not only offers
important data regarding its etymology, attestations,
meanings and usage in different domains, but it also
allows to draw some extremely interesting conclu-
sions about the itinerary this lexeme went through.
Thus, for instance, the author points out that the dif-
ferent descriptions show a “pseudo-semantization”
of the term ceangăi ‘Csángós’, “process generated by
the double decoding and fluctuations in lexicograph-
ers’ definitions” (p. 24). Furthermore, the author
observes that this term is not only an ethnonym,
but it also has become a cognomen, as the Csángós
themselves perceive it (p. 25). The pejorative reflexes
of the term, however, could not eliminate this “label”
applied to a clearly distinct reality, which is why the
appellative ceangău ‘Csángó’, deeply rooted in the
commonmentality, is preserved despite the necessity
of a semantic clarification.

Subsequently, the author dedicates a few pages
(p. 26–35) to the issue of sibilant pronunciation
which represents the major phonetic peculiarity of
Moldavian Csángó dialect. The author’s main con-
tribution regarding this problem consists of the fact
that he offers a detailed overview of this particular
phenomenon. It begins with a few terminological
considerations, among which he notes, for instance,
the inconsistency and inadequacy of Romanian lin-
guistics’ terminology regarding the description of the
sibilant consonants. Then the author reviews the
main references to this phenomenon in literature,
which is followed by a detailed description of the
sibilant pronunciation, also accounting its origin and
distribution respectively. As a matter of fact, the
status of “insular dialect” (p. 33) of theCsángó idiom
is given precisely by its phonetic particularities, by
which it distinguishes itself both from Romanian
and Hungarian languages.

In what follows, theMoldavian Csángó dialect is
discussed from the perspective of both its Hungarian
component (p. 43–47, 63–81) and its Romanian

component (p. 40—43, 81–91). First the author
makes some theoretical and practical comments on
the notions ‘linguistic community’ and ‘linguistic
awareness’, showing that, in fact, Moldavian Csángó
people do not consider themselves as either a lin-
guistic nor an ethnic community, but rather a reli-
gious one (p. 36). Then the author’s attention turns
to the way in which Moldavian Csángós relate to
Romanian and Hungarian languages. Discussing
certainopinions found inprevious studies onCsángó
dialect’s Romanian and Hungarian components, the
author recommends “caution when intending to
catalogueCsángó dialect in a certainway or another”
(p. 45). This imperative appears to be fully justified in
the chapter entitled Stadiul cercetărilor privind graiul
ceangăilor din Moldova [Current state of research on
Moldavian Csángó dialect] (p. 47–62). At the end
of this section the reader may reach the conclusion
that the linguistic reality recorded by researchers is
constantly changingwhich leads to certain doubts re-
garding the validity of thepresenteddata. As amatter
of fact, the majority of the inconsistencies found in
the studies on this topic derive from thedivergence of
premises. Thus, in many cases, the studies’ main pur-
pose is either to confirm the Hungarian origin of the
Csángó communities (“RomanianizedHungarians”)
or, on the contrary, to reunite and tighten the strong
relations between Transylvanian andMoldavian Ro-
manian dialects and the dialect spoken by Csángó
people (“Magyarized Romanians”, this time). In the
first case,Csángódialect is consequently treated from
the perspective of “Romanian influence” and “Ro-
manian loanwords”. In the second case, studies show
the gradual regression of “Hungarian influence” on
the Csángó dialect. Notwithstanding the problems
regarding the clarification of the Csángós’ origin,
in reality, the difficulty in cataloguing in a way or
another the recorded linguistic phenomena is due, in
our opinion, to the advanced stage of the Csángós’
bilingualism and to the inner mechanisms of this
phenomenon, to the variable tendencies towards
linguistic dominance9. For instance, in case of a
loanword ofHungarian originwhichwas naturalized

9The fact that Csángó dialect represents an advanced stage of bilingualism may be sustained by the great number of synonymic
pairs formed by a Romanian and a Hungarian word respectively, these pairs being more frequent than those including two Romanian
or two Hungarian words. Another argument in favour of the advanced bilingualism is the phenomenon of word contamination in
which case Romanian and Hungarian elements are brought together to form one linguistic unit (a lexeme or phrase). On the other
hand, the variability of Romanian orHungarian dominance over the interconnected systemswithin theCsángó dialect is also governed
by certain extra linguistic factors, such as the geographic location of different communities or the given historic epoch. What is more,
the relatively homogeneous groups of speakers are not entirely compact either.
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and widespread in all Romanian dialects and vice
versa, it is quite difficult to determine from which
language the givenword had entered into theCsángó
dialect since, at least theoretically, there are two
possibilities for each case, both plausible, not to
mention the process of re-borrowing. For example,
in the Csángó dialect the word biruje ‘to govern, to
dominate’, which is a quite earlyHungarian loanword
of the Romanian language (< Hung. bírni ‘id.’), may
be explained either from Hungarian or Romanian
language10, unless the phenomenon of borrowing
does not overlap with that of bilingualism.

Continuing the discussion of the linguistic stud-
ies written onMoldavian Csángó dialect, the author
allocates a few pages to dialectal studies as well and
dedicates a separate chapter (p. 73–81) to the atlas of
the Moldavian Csángó dialect, published in 1991 in
Budapest. This precedes the presentation of the dia-
lectal research carried out by the author himself and
serves as a premise to justify the necessity of under-
taking such an endeavour. The author acknowledges
the merits of this “reference work in Romanian and
Hungarian linguistics” (p. 75) and praises the effort
of the Hungarian team who gathered the data for it
but he also shows a few of its shortcomings. Thus,
summarizing the content of the Atlas of Moldavian
Csángó Dialect (1991), the author shows that it lists
only the Hungarian component of the dialect. This
fact encourages him to carry out a dialectal research
which assumes the role of legitimating theRomanian
component, an endeavour undertaken for the first
time in Romanian linguistics.

Noticing that the dialect of Moldavian bilingual
Csángós has never been the subject of thorough
studies in Romanian dialectology, which determ-
ined researchers to systematically avoid the issue
of Csángó dialect even when discussing Moldavian
dialects (p. 39), the professor from Bacău aims to fill
this gap. Thus, he engages himself into a fieldwork
in order to design a lexical corpus which reflects the

Csángó dialect of 29 settlements where “Hungarian
language is still spoken” (p. 87) and where the dia-
lectal bilingualism is to be found. The main purpose
of the researchwas tomap theRomanian component
of the Moldavian Csángó dialect. The results of
the linguistic survey, which has been carried out
respecting the rigorous methodology of linguistic
geography, are presented in the form of a lexical
inventory (Annex no. 2C), based on which the
dialectal maps (Annex no. 2D) have been designed.
This section represents a substantial contribution of
the author to the topic in question. As a matter of
fact, the 359 dialectal maps occupy a considerable
space within the work representing almost half of it.
The unitary image offered by the author regarding
the strictly lexical linguistic reality unequivocally
demonstrates the oldness, consistency and viabil-
ity of the Romanian component of the Moldavian
Csángó dialect.

›

The study of the professor from Bacău is more than
welcome ten year after its publishing too and it most
certainly will last in the future as well, due to its
numerous merits11. Thus, it is remarkable, among
other things, for the judicious combining of the
synchronic, diachronic and comparative approaches
bymeans ofwhich it offers awider viewofMoldavian
Csángó dialect, open to further research, since “the
linguistic data collected during the dialectal survey
ought to be interpreted, in later stages, from the
perspective of its phonetic [...], lexical [...] and
grammatical properties” (p. 92). On the one hand,
the pages of the volume display an extremely rigorous
scientific endeavour, based on a thorough knowledge
of literature, employed critically, and on the deep
understanding of the studied spoken dialect. On
the other hand, the massive dialectological study on
the lexical properties of the researched area grants
the book a special place among the researches on
this particular dialect, since its findings and datamay

10 The authors of a dialectal surveymade for the Atlas ofHungarianDialects list it among the loanwords of Romanian origin in the
Csángó dialect and the author of the present book considers “the hypothesis of the term’s conservation from Romanian language and
its adaptation, in contact with Hungarian language, to its morphological system” to be more plausible (p. 47–48).

11If there were anything to be reproached to the present book, that would concern not its content, but its small typos or drafting
errors which are insignificant really. We shall note, however, the less fortunate choice of the example given by the author to show
the existence of vowel harmony in Hungarian language. Thus the Accusative form of the word Hung. ember ‘person, human being,
man’ is not ember-et (p. 43) but embert, since, in this case, the Accusative affix is attached directly to the root without the necessity of
introducing an auxiliary vowel (cf. Hung. ház-at ‘house (Ac.)’, the other example given by the author). In this regard, if he was to keep
the very example, a more illustrative form of the word would have been its plural, see Hung. ember-ek, because in this form the plural
affix –k is indeed attached to the root with an auxiliary vowel selected by vowel harmony (cf. also Hung. ház-ak ‘houses’).
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represent the support of an augmented and nuanced
linguistic atlas of the Moldavian Csángós.

By means of these qualities, the book entitled
Limba română în graiul ceangăilor dinMoldova [Ro-
manian language in the Moldavian Csángó dialect]
constitutes aworkof authority inRomanian linguist-
ics and a leading study on Romanian–Hungarian
bilingualism, in general, and on Csángó dialect, in

particular. The paper of professor IoanDănilă makes
an important step to dispel the confusion—oftendue
to mystification—around this linguistic community,
frequently treated as an enigmatic one, and to clarify
the peculiarities of this “linguistic island”, placing the
studyofMoldavianCsángódialect in the right course
of modern linguistic research.
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